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Alan Webb

by Sieg Lindstrom

High School Athlete Of The Year Alan Webb galvanized the entire U.S. sport in '01. A boy lightning rod, he ground up the frustrated energy of thousands of miles fans who had eagerly awaited the next prep sub-4:00 for so long.

Webb used ponderous talent, easy confidence, an impeccable work ethic and wise coaching to become the first high schooler to break 4:00 indoors (3:59.86). He then knocked nearly 2 seconds off Jim Ryan's 36-year-old HS record with his 3:53.43 at Pre. At the USATF Championships, he placed 5th.

Webb’s feats resonated well beyond the sport, as he made Late Night With David Letterman and was hosted at the White House by the President.

Now a freshman at Michigan, Webb caught many by surprise with his unexpected range in cross country, winning the Big 10 title and placing 11th at the NCAAs.

T&FN reached him in the dorm room he shares with Canadian Nathan Braunen, a fellow high school sub-4:00 performer. We asked Webb for an assessment of his AOY-winning senior season:

Webb: I couldn't have asked for a whole lot more. Well, I could, but not a whole lot. Things went pretty well for me last year. But not everything. Not everything.

Perfect Webb Wins AOY

To absolutely no one's surprise, we're sure, Alan Webb was a unanimous choice—the first since Calvin Harrison in '95—as Men's High School Athlete Of The Year for 2001. The mile supreme shared in an unprecedented four No. 1 All-America Rankings (see p. 35).

Discus recordsetter Niklas Arrhenius just edged distance star Dathan Ritzenhein for the No. 2 position.

This year's 19 vote-getters:
1. Alan Webb (South Lakes, Reston, Va) ........................................ 240
2. Niklas Arrhenius (Mountain View, Frem, Utah) .................. 201
3. Dathan Ritzenhein (Rockford, Mich) ................................. 200
4. Dwight Ruff (Camden, NJ) ............................................. 146
5. Kevin Lookout (Iowa City, Iowa) ................................. 145
6. Darrius Blount (Fayetteville, Texas) .............................. 96
7. Bensham Jackson (Central, Miami, Fla) ....................... 59
8. Brendan Christian (Reagan, Austin, Texas) .................... 57
9. Bobby Most (United, Laredo, Texas) ............................ 34
10. Jason Hill (Quanah, Texas) ........................................ 31
11. Bennie Brazil (Westbury, Houston, Texas) ........................ 30
12. Kelly Willie (Spring, Houston, Texas) .............................. 23
13. Joshua Walker (Springfield, Mo) ...................................... 14
14. Alonso Moore (Cincinnati, Ohio) .............................. 11
15. Ryan Hall (Big Bear City, Calif) ...................................... 8
16. Bobby Smith (Hopatcong, NJ) ................................. 10
17. Daron Powell (Lake Washington, Kirkland, Wash) ...... 2
18. Dan Olson (Academy, Albany, NY) .............................. 1

T&FN: What specifically do you mean by “not everything”?

Webb: I wanted to win USAs. That was a disappointment. It was something I wanted to do, but there were some negatives in it.

T&FN: What do you feel you did end up taking out of that race?

Webb: If I had to do it again, I would have gone out a lot more aggressively in the first 100-150m, to get right up in the front of things from the start. Instead I was basically in last the whole time, even though it was a tight, tight pack, and it wasn't like I was off pace; I was just there. Because it was such a tight pack, I was only 10m off the leader the whole time but that 10m was a long 10m because I had to go around everybody.

Plus, just the experience of going there is a big thing. It was my first one, and the first time that I've ever run rounds—that was a learning experience. That's it. It just completed the season the way we planned to and left a little bit of something to desire.

T&FN: One thing you haven't been asked about too often is relay racing. Your South Lakes squad won both the 4 x 800 and distance medley at the Penn Relays and National Scholastic. In the latter meet you crushed the High School Record for the DMR.

Webb: That had been a goal of ours for three years—at least Penn Relays had. The National title had developed throughout my senior year just because of the rivalry we had with Delray Beach and theJeffersons. That was so much fun. Obviously, it was nice because we stepped it up on the right side; we got the better side of it.

But those guys, they beat us every other time. So it wasn't exactly totally dominated by one side or the other.

It was fun to really compete, especially to be able to go with the team and get psyched up with the guys. It was a totally different situation. I wouldn't trade any of that for the world.

T&FN: Did you have an active, ongoing rivalry with Delray Beach?

Webb: Yeah. It actually started indoors. We both ran at the Nike meet. We lost to them and we had definitely come in as the favorites. That was not good; we were very disappointed.

with that. Then we had a chance to redeem ourselves at Arcadia and we lost to them there.

They didn't go to Penn. Penn was really great because we had a chance to regroup as a team, really focus. Especially because Penn had been such a huge goal.
Although it was his open miling that made all the headlines, Webb actually spent a lot of time as a high school senior cranking out super relay carries.

broke the record that the Irish set my sophomore year. We wanted to go out there and make sure that there was no question in anybody's mind that we won that event. Nobody could argue that; we were the fastest people that ever won at Penn.

Then Delray Beach ran really fast in the 4x8—like a second faster than we ran at Penn. So that sort of sparked us again. Penn and their State meet, I think it was, we were both trying slower? So I really started totally just walking. I am just walking the second lap, and the field was sort of pulling away from me.

They came through at 2:08—the field did—and I was at 2:14. Basically, coach said, I want you to run really, really slow for the first two laps and then just rock. But at the same time feel comfortable. The fifth 200, I ran like 26 seconds. I was like 40m behind the pack, and by the time the 200 ended I had a 10m lead on the pack. Yeah.

It was funny because a friend of mine was there who had never seen any of my races before, who wasn't a big track person, had never really paid a whole lot of attention—he knew I was pretty good. I remember the first two laps, looking up in the stands and seeing that guy. I remember thinking, 'Man, they must think I suck. They must think I'm the most overrated athlete on the planet.'

T&FN: You've had a fair amount of success already collegiately. Big 10 champ in cross country. Not bad for a frosh miler. Were you happy with the season?

Webb: Yes and no. Because if somebody told me before the season started that I would get x place in the NCAA, I would have said, "Oh, that's OK." But because I started running faster than I thought I might have earlier in the season, I knew I had the potential to place higher at nationals. I still believe that. That's why I was a little bit disappointed.

T&FN: It sounds like at the NCAA you were one of the ones who ended up paying the price for the fast early pace.

Webb: Yeah, that's definitely one thing. I thought I could go out there and compete with [Jorge] Torres and even...I wanted to see what [Boaz] Chebroly was doing. You know? If he was around, I wouldn't have been reluctant to try to go after him. But 10,000's a long way. It was a learning experience.

T&FN: I guess you're looking forward to the track season, and shorter distances?

Webb: Oh-ho [laughs], definitely. Yes, for sure.

T&FN: Did you change your training much from what you did in high school?

Webb: Just a little more volume. The reason I was happy with doing a little more volume was, not only could I maintain the speed I could before over almost twice the distance, but I can run an even faster pace for twice as long. I came through 5K at nationals 10 seconds faster than I did at [Foot Locker] nationals for cross last year.

I know my leg speed has at least maintained. I feel really, really strong right now. I think I've improved on every category. I'm very happy with the way things are going. I'm very happy with what Ron [Warhurst] is doing with me.

T&FN: How do you like school?

Webb: School's OK. I'm not a big fan at the moment right now because of finals and stuff. But we'll see. I still have work to do. There's a week and a half before the semester ends.

T&FN: Any thoughts looking back at your record-setting high school season before you begin your first collegiate track season?

Webb: Uh, I guess I'd like to see another U.S. high school mile break 4:30 this year. I think it can be done. Not to put pressure on these guys... well, actually I'd like to put some pressure on these guys. I'm dead serious. People say, 'Don't put pressure on,' 'blah, blah, blah.' Screw that; put pressure on 'em.

I want to see Bobby Lockhart and Bobby Curtis duke it out. Those guys need to rock and roll; they need to keep it going.